Aneta Mikucka GRAPH QUASI-CONTINUITY
In 1977 Z. Grande [5] introduced the notion of graph continuity for functions from [0,1] to R. Sakalova also dealt with that issue. In this paper we will define the graph quasi-continuity and we will study the relations between graph continuous functions and other class of functions.
In what follows (X, T x ) denotes a topological space, (V, d) a metric space, Td is the topology pointed out by the metric d. In view of the fact that A is semi-closed if and only if int A C A, we obtain: LEMMA 
(a) Each nowhere dense set is semi-closed, [1]; (b) If a set W is semi-open and dense, a set A is dense, then a set WnA is dense.

P r o o f. (b)
The W is semi-open and dense so X = W = int W. Moreover the set A is dense, so we obtain int W = int W fl A C WC\A. In the consequence WnA = X. m A function / : X -* Y is said to be:
-graph continuous if there exists a continuous function g : X -> Y such that G(g) C G(f) , [9];
-quasi-continuous at a point xo E X if for each e > 0 and each neighborhood U of xo there exists a non-empty open set U\ c U such that d(f(x), f(x 0 )) < e for each x e , [7] ;
Then /i is graph quasi-continuous, but it is not quasi-continuous. The function /2 is graph quasi-continuous, but it is not graph continuous.
REMARK 1.
If a function is graph quasi-continuous and it has closed graph, then is quasi-continuous.
THEOREM A [9]. If a function f : X ->Y is graph continuous and cliquish, then there exists a unique continuous function g : X -> Y such that G(g) C
In Theorem A, the graph continuity cannot be replaced by the graph quasi-continuity, as it shows the following: EXAMPLE 2. Let R be the set of real numbers with the natural topology. A function / : R -> R is defined as:
The function / is graph quasi-continuous and cliquish. Let us notice that G(f) = {0} x (-1; 1) U {(x, f(x))] x ± 0}. The set of quasi-continuous functions such that is uncountable. Now we can formulate the following characterizations of the graph quasicontinuity. is the open ball with center g(xi) and radius |. Because G(g) C G(f), we have [*7i x K°(g{x §)] n G(f) ± 0. We can find (x2,f(x2)) G G(f) such that X2 € U\ C U and f(x2) € K°(g(x 1), Finally, we obtain
It implies that x2 € U fl vl(/, 3, e), so A(f, g, s) is dense.
(b)=>(a) Let (xo, 5(^0)) € G(g) and let U x K°(g(xo), e) be a neighbourhood of (xo, g(xo)).
Since g is quasi-continuous at XQ there exists a non-empty open set U\ C U with d(g(xo),g(x))
/(xi)) < f. Then we obtain:
It implies that /(xi) G i^°(3(xo), e). Because xi G U, (xi,/(xi)) G {/ x K°(g(xQ),e) we have ft/ x K 0 (sf(x0),e)l n G(/) / 0. This means Finally, for y G V we obtain: 2 ), g( Xl )) < e. This is the contradiction to (1), which finishes the proof. 
< f for x e U 2 . Now we take xi,x 2 6 U 2 . Then we obtain:
It means that / is cliquish. Because B(f,g,£)
is nowhere dense, the
is dense. In virtue of Theorem 1, we obtain G(g) c G(f) and the proof is completed. •
COROLLARY 1. If f : X ->Y is cliquish andg is quasi-continuous such that G{g) C G(f), then for each £ > 0 the set A(f,g,e) is semi-open.
THEOREM 3. If a function g : X Y is quasi-continuous and the set W = {x € X] f(x) = g(x)} is dense, then the function f : X -• Y" is graph quasi-continuous and G(g) C G(f).
Proof. Let us remark that: W C {x G X; d(f(x),g(x))
< e} for e > 0.
Hence the set {x € X\ d(f(x),g(x))
< e} is dense and in the consequence, according to Theorem 1, the function / is graph quasi-continuous and
THEOREM 4. If a function f : X is cliquish and a function g : X ->Y is quasi-continuous such that G(g) C G(f), then the set X\W = {x € X; f(x) / <?(x)} is of the first category.
Proof. Let us remark that X\W = IXL x B(f,g,±).
The sets B(f,g,±) for n 6 N are nowhere dense, so X\W is of the first category. •
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a Baire space. If a function f : X -> Y is cliquish and a function g : X ->Y is quasi-continuous such that G(g) C G(f), then the set W = {x 6 X; f(x) = p(x)} is dense in X.
Proof. Let us note that W = X \ (X \ W), so according to Theorem 4, the set W is residual. Because X is a Baire space, we have that the set W is dense.
• It is known that the sum of two real quasi-continuous functions need not to be quasi-continuous function. We are going to show that for the graph quasi-continuity is the similar situation. EXAMPLE 3. Let R be the set of real numbers with the natural topology. The functions fa, fa : R-> R are defined as:
The functions fa, fa are quasi-continuous, so they are graph quasi-continuous.
(A+ /*)(«) \ 0, 1 = 0. The function fa + fa has the closed graph but it is not quasi-continuous so, in virtue of Remark 1, fa + fa is not graph quasi-continuous.
THEOREM 5. Let fi : X -• R be graph quasi-continuous and cliquish, fa . X -> R graph continuous, then (a) fa + fa is graph quasi-continuous; (b) fa fa is graph quasi-continuous, where (fafa)(x) = fi( x ) • fa(x) for xeX.
Proof, (a) Because fa is graph quasi-continuous there exists a quasi-continuous function g\ such that for every e > 0 the set
The function /i is cliquish, so from Theorem 2, for every
is nowhere dense in X. According to Corollary 1, the set A(fa,gi,%) is semi-open. The graph continuity of fa implies the existence of a continuous function <72 such that for every e > 0 the set
is dense in X. 
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THEOREM 8. If f : X -+Y is graph quasi-continuous and cliquish, then (a) if a set H is dense in X, then the restriction f /H is graph quasicontinuous, (b) if a set U is open in X, then the restriction f/U is graph quasicontinuous.
Proof, (a) Because / is graph quasi-continuous and cliquish there exists a quasi-continuous function g such that for e > 0 the set B (f,g, Then according to (*) and (**) we obtain:
Graph quasi-continuity 491 max{/i(x2),/2(a;2)} < max{g1(x2),g2(x2)} + r.
In the same way we obtain: max{/i(x2),/2(a:2)} > max{0i(x2), 32(^2)} -r.
So we have that | max{/i(a;2), /2OE2)} -max{gi(a:2),52(^2)I < r. Because x2 € Ui, so A(m&x{fi, /2}, max{3i,32}, r) fl U\ ^ 0 and in the consequence A(max{/i, /2}, max{<7i, <72},r)f|{7 ^ 0. It means that the set .A(max{/i, /2}, max{3i,32},r) is dense. Moreover the function max{gi, g2} is quasi-continuous. According to Theorem 1, max{/i, /2} is graph quasi-continuous. The proof is completed.
• • Now we will consider real functions, which are defined on a topological space (X, T).
A function / : X -• R is said to be upper (lower) quasi-continuous at
A function / is called upper (lower) quasi-continuous if it has this property at each point [2] . By C~(f), C+(f) we will denote the sets of all points at which / is lower semi-continuous and upper semi-continuous, respectively. By E~(f), E + (/) we denote the sets of all points at which / is lower quasi-continuous or upper quasi-continuous, respectively. Now we will define upper (lower) graph quasi-continuity. Because / is cliquish, there exists a non-empty open set Z7i C U with l/^') -f(x")| < | for x',x" G U\. Prom the upper quasi-continuity of g and from assumption on X, in virtue of Lemma 2, the set C(g) is dense. So Ui fl C(g) ± 0. Let us take x\ G U\ fl C(g). There exists a neighborhood U2 C U\ of x\ such that |5(xi) -< | for x G U2. According to the part (a) of Theorem 12, the set H(f,g, §) is dense, so H(f,g, f) H C/2 / 0. We can choose x2 G U2 such that g(x2) -f(x2) < We have that U2 C U, so according to (*) there exists y G i/2 such that (**) 9(y) -f(y) > r.
On the other hand we have: Then there exists r G R such that g(xo) > r > f(x0). Since f(x0) < r and xo G E + (f) there exists a semi-open set W such that xo G W and /(x) < r for x G W. Because g(x0) > r and the function g is lower semi-continuous at xo, there exists a neighborhood U of xo such that g(x) > r for x G U. Then U fl W is a non-empty semi-open set and
